MUSIC WORKSHOP
TUESDAY, MAY 23, 2006

NEW MUSIC FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO

BY
CHRIS CERRETA
MICHAEL CHINWORTH
MIKE DELPRETE
MATT HANNA
JONATHAN HOEFS
WREN LEADER
BAILEY MATH
MARLON SCHMIDT
DIMITRI SLED

Plus
PIANO TRIO by
MARIE VALIGORSKY
Heather Sommerlad, violin
Adele Mori, cello
Yoshiko Sato, piano

Kaori Washiyama, violin
Allen Shawn, piano
MEDITATION
Heather Sommerlad, violin
Adele Mori, cello
Yoshiko Sato, piano

THE CLOSING
Wren Leader

TWO PIECES
1. Mike Delprete
2. Chris Ceretta

MISCHIEVOUS HUMANS IN DISGUISE
Marlon Schmidt

TURNINGS

LYRIC PIECE
Michael Chinworth

---BRIEF INTERMISSION---

MAD NIGHT IN MOROCCO
Matt Hanna

IN THESE OUR TROUBLED TIMES
Dimitri Sled

STOCHASTIC TRANSMOGRIFICATON
Jonathan Hoefs

FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO

NICHT SCHNELL
Bailey Math

1. Shinitz
2. Nicht Schnell—3. Fista-cuffs

Kaori Washiyama, violin
Allen Shawn, piano